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Abstract. A password-authenticated key exchange scheme allows
two entities, who only share a memorable password, to authenticate
each other and to agree on a cryptographic session key. Instead of
considering it in the classic client and server scenarios, Byun et al.
recently proposed a password-authenticated key exchange protocol in a
cross-realm setting where two clients in different realms obtain a secret
session key as well as mutual authentication, with the help of respective
servers. In this paper, we first point out that the proposed protocol
is not secure, due to the choice of invalid parameters (say, subgroup
generator). Furthermore, we show in detail that, even with properly
chosen parameters, the protocol has still some secure flaws. We provide
three attacks to illustrate the insecurity of the protocol. Finally, counter-
measures are also given, which are believed able to withstand our attacks.

Keywords: Password-authenticated key exchange, Cross-realm setting,
Security, Dictionary attacks.

1 Introduction

The oldest and probably the most important problem of cryptography is how to
provide private and reliable communication among parties in a public commu-
nication channel. This significant problem is commonly reduced to the problem
of generating a secure session-key. Certainly, there are many ways to establish
secure session keys with the initial set-up assumption of the existence of Public
Key Infrastructure (PKI). In reality, however, it is more convenient and more
natural if two parties are allowed to obtain such a strong cryptographic session
key without relying on the PKI, but with only a pre-shared memorable password.
The solution of the problem in this scenario is known as Password-Authenticated
Key Exchange (PAKE).

The concept of PAKE was first introduced by Bellovin and Merritt in 1992
[4] known as Encrypted Key Exchange (EKE) which is improved later in [5].
Since then, a number of PAKE protocols are proposed in the literature [3,11,
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12,6,15,21,22,30,31] with different initial assumptions and communication work-
loads. As far as security is concerned, PAKE protocols are often vulnerable to
dictionary attack (brute-force password search) since the possible space of mem-
orable passwords is too small. Some security analyses of these protocols can be
found in many literatures, for example, [2,26,19,29]. In practices, most of these
proposed PAKE protocols are presented in the context that the two involved
entities are client and server respectively and they share a common password
[13,22,15]. Although some of them [11,10,28,16,17] are extended to a three-party
EKE protocol, in which a trusted server exists to mediate between two com-
munication parties to allow mutual authentication, they are less considered in a
cross-realm setting like in kerberos system [27,14].

Recently in ICICS’02, based on the scheme in [8], Byun et al. designed sev-
eral password-authenticated key exchange schemes between clients with different
passwords, called Client-to-Client Password-Authenticated Key Exchange (C2C-
PAKE). In these scheme, two clients (could in separate realms) fulfill the au-
thenticated key exchange relying only on their distinct passwords and servers,
without any other prior shared secret. Three C2C-PAKE schemes are presented
in their paper [7]. One (CR-C2C, hereinafter) is for a cross-realm setting where
two clients are in two different Kerberos realms and hence two servers (who are
connected with a symmetric key) are involved. The other two are for a single-
server setting where two clients are in the same realm: the Single-server Ticket
Type (ST-C2C) and the Single-server Non-Ticket Type1. They also newly de-
fined the security notions according to their framework for the special settings,
and claimed their schemes’ security under those definitions.

The goal of this paper is to show some security flaws in [7]. We show that, on
the one hand, the security definition in [7] is incomplete for the new framework.
That is, in the protocol with a cross-realm setting, that one server can obtain the
password of a client in another realm is not considered. On the other hand, the
proposed protocols are insecure even under their incomplete security definitions.
We illustrate several dictionary attacks for this purpose.

The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. In Sect. 2 we give the security
definitions for the PAKE protocols in a cross-realm setting. Section 3 is devoted
to review the original CR-C2C protocol, followed by our security analysis in
Sect. 4. In Sect. 5, we further discuss the security of the ST-C2C protocol in a
single-server setting with kerberos ticket. Finally, we conclude the paper with
some counter measures to resist our attacks in Sect. 7 and Sect. 6 respectively.

2 Modes and Security Properties

The definition of formal security [3,6] for PAKE is somewhat technical. It means
essentially that the best an active attacker can do is to guess passwords and to
1 The later on which we are not going to discuss much more is similar to usual three-

party EKE protocols where both parties (clients) share their passwords with the
third trusted server only. (For more details on three-party EKE protocols, readers
please refer to references [28,19]).
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verify them one-by-one online through communication with an honest party. In
particular, this implies that the attacker will not get any information that would
allow an off-line dictionary attack. Note that when we say a PAKE protocol is
subject to dictionary attack, it does not necessarily mean that the password can
be found by brute force. It means that an attacker can get more information
than random guess [2].

In [7], two distinct models of password-authenticated key exchange schemes
(PAKE) were defined. One is called Shared Password Authentication Model
(SPA), and the other Different Password Authentication Model (DPA). In SPA
model, entities involved are a client and a server who share a common password.
It is the case for most proposed PAKE protocols. In DPA model, we focus on
the cross-realm scenario (CR-DPA, for short) where clients Alice and Bob, who
are in different realms and possess distinct passwords, agree on a session key
and authenticate each other with help of key distribution centers KDCA and
KDCB . Here KDCA and KDCB who share a symmetric secrete cryptographic
key are servers of (hence in the same realms as) Alice and Bob respectively. One
can easily derives the single server DPA model (SS-DPA, for short) from CR-
DPA by replacing KDCA and KDCB with one common server KDC. Indeed,
SS-DPA is exactly the model of general three-party PAKE.

It is desirable for PAKE protocols (in both SPA and DPA models) to possess
the following security attributes:

Known-key security: Each run of the protocol should result in a unique secret
session key. The compromise of one session key should not compromise other
session keys.

Forward secrecy: If passwords of one or more of the entities are compromised,
the secrecy of previously established session keys should not be affected.

Key-compromise impersonation: Compromising passwords of any entities
(clients or/and servers) should not enable the adversary to impersonate any
other entities.

Unknown key share resilience: Client Alice should not be able to coerced
into sharing a key with any client Carol when in fact she thinks that she is
sharing the key with client Bob.

Key control: Any entities should not be able to force the session key to a
preselected value.

Dictionary attack resilience: All passwords in the protocol must be strongly
protected against a dictionary attack, and even if an attacker is given one
password, other passwords must be prevented from such a attack.

In addition to above basic properties, more properties should be considered
under the environments of DPA model. More precisely, the descriptions of some
properties should be modified according to the new framework in DPA, especially
in CR-DPA model. At least, we should consider the long-term private keys of
entities instead of passwords only:

Forward secrecy - DPA: If long-term private keys (including clients’ pass-
words and servers’ cryptographic keys) of one or more of the entities are
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compromised, the secrecy of previously established session keys should not
be affected.

Key-compromise impersonation - DPA: Compromising long-term private
keys of any entities (clients or/and servers) should not enable the adversary
to impersonate any other entities.

Dictionary attack resilience - DPA: All passwords in the protocol must be
strongly protected against a dictionary attack, and even if an attacker is
given one password, other passwords must be prevented from such an attack.
Further more, the compromise of servers’ shared symmetric key should not
allow a dictionary attack either. And in the CR-DPA model, it is expected
that any entity in one realm should not be able to mount a dictionary attack
to other entities belongs to another realm.

3 The Review of the Protocol in a Cross-Realm Setting
(CR-C2C)

In this section, we review the CR-C2C protocol in Sect. 4 of [7]. For convenience,
we use the same notations and list them in Table 1.

Note that in the original paper of Byun et al., G is chosen as in Table 1.
Subsequently g is a generator of a subgroup in Z

∗
p. However, it is commonly

recognized that such a choice is very dangerous. We shall discuss this issue at
length in section 4.1. Later, we think this flaw as a type error, and then properly
take g as a generator of G = Z

∗
p.

3.1 The CR-C2C Protocol

By using notations listed in Table 1, the proposed C2C-PAKE protocol in a
cross-realm setting (CR-C2C) can be described as follows (Fig. 1). This is an
example of PAKE protocols under the CR-DPA model.

(1) Alice → KDCA: ID(A), ID(B), Epwa(gx)
(2) KDCA → Alice: ER(gx ⊕ gr, ID(A), ID(B)), Epwa(gy), T icketB

(3) Alice → Bob: TicketB , ID(A), L

(4) Bob → KDCB : TicketB , Epwb(gx
′
), ID(A), ID(B), L

(5) KDCB → Bob: ER
′ (gpwa·r·r′

⊕ gx
′
, ID(A), ID(B)), Epwb(gy

′
)

EH4(gpwa·r)(gpwb·r·r′
)

(6) Bob → Alice: Ecs(ga), EH4(gpwa·r)(gpwb·r·r′
)

(7) Alice → Bob: Esk(ga), Ecs(gb)
(8) Bob → Alice: Esk(gb)

Fig. 1. The CR-C2C protocol (Cross-realm setting)
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Table 1. Parameters and Notations used in C2C-PAKE Protocols.

Notation Meaning
p, q two large primes satisfy q|p − 1
G a subgroup of Z

∗
p and |G| = q

g a generator of G

Alice, Bob two clients in two different realms
ID(A), ID(B) identities of Alice and Bob
pwa, pwb passwords memorized by Alice and Bob
KDCA, KDCB two key distribution centers which store password files of

Alice and Bob respectively
K a symmetric key shared between KDCA and KDCB

EX(·), DX(·) symmetric encryption and decryption under the symmet-
ric key X

H1, H2, H3, H4, H5 collision-resistant one-way hash functions (e.g, SHA-1)
x, y, r, b ephemeral secrets in Z∗

p randomly chosen by Alice and
KDCA

x
′
, y

′
, r

′
, a ephemeral secrets in Z∗

p randomly chosen by Bob’s and
KDCB

R = H1(gxy) session key agreed between Alice and KDCA

R
′
= H2(gx

′
y

′
) session key agreed between Bob and KDCB

sk = H3(gab) session key agreed between Alice and Bob

cs cs = H5(gpwa·pwb·r·r′
) computed by both Alice and Bob

T icketB the Kerberos ticket issued to Alice for service from Bob,
TicketB = EK(gpwa·r, gr, ID(A), ID(B), L)

L the lifetime of TicketB , TicketB can be reused in L

3.2 Description of the CR-C2C Protocol

1. Alice choose x ∈ Z∗
p randomly, computes and sends Epwa(gx) to KDCA

together with ID(A) and ID(B) in (1).

2. KDCA obtains gx by decrypting Epwa(gx), chooses y, r ∈ Z∗
p ran-

domly and computes Epwa(gy) and gpwa·r. KDCA makes TicketB
and also specifies L, a lifetime of TicketB . Then KDCA sends
ER(gx ⊕ gr, ID(A), ID(B)), Epwa(gy) and TicketB to Alice.
Upon receiving the message from KDCA, Alice computes a session key
R = H1(gxy) and decrypts ER(gx ⊕ gr, ID(A), ID(B)) to find gr.

3. Alice just forwards TicketB , ID(A) and L to Bob.

4. Bob chooses x
′ ∈ Z∗

p randomly and computes Epwb(gx
′
). Then he sends

Epwb(gx
′
), ID(A) and ID(B) to KDCB together with TicketB and L.

Upon the receipt of TicketB , KDCB obtains gpwa·r by decrypting TicketB .

Note that KDCB also can obtain gr from this decryption.
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5. KDCB chooses r
′ ∈ Z∗

p randomly and computes (gpwa· r·r′
). KDCB also

selects another random number y
′ ∈ Z∗

p , and computes R
′
= H2(gx

′
y

′
). Next

KDCB computes ER′ (gpwa·r·r′ ⊕ gx
′
, ID(A), ID(B)) using R

′
, and sends

ER′ (gpwa·r·r′ ⊕ gx
′
, ID(A), ID(B)), Epwb(gy

′
) and EH4(gpwa·r)(gpwb·r·r′

) to
Bob.

6. Bob decrypts Epwb(gy
′
) to find gy

′
and computes R

′
= H2(gx

′
y

′
), and then

decrypts ER′ (gpwa·r·r′ ⊕ gx
′
, ID(A), ID(B)) using R

′
to obtain gpwa·r·r′

from gpwa·r·r′ ⊕ gx
′
. He makes cs = H5(gpwa·pwb·r·r′

). Then Bob chooses
a random number a ∈ Z∗

p and computes Ecs(ga). He finally sends Ecs(ga)

and EH4(gpwa·r)(gpwb·r·r′
) to Alice.

7. Alice computes H4(gpwa·r) with her pwa and gr and uses it to decrypts
gpwb·r·r′

. Alice also can computes cs = H5(gpwa·pwb·r·r′
) using gpwb·r·r′

and her password. Next, Alice selects b ∈ Z∗
p randomly, and computes

sk = H3(gab) as well Ecs(gb). Finally she sends Esk(ga) and Ecs(gb) for
session key confirmation.

8. Upon the receipt of Esk(ga), Ecs(gb), Bob retrieves gb and computes sk with
gb and a. Then he verifies ga by decrypting Ecs(ga) with sk. And Bob also
sends Esk(gb) to Alice for session key confirmation. Till now the execution
of protocol 1 completes.

4 Attacks on the CR-C2C Protocol

In this section, we analyze the security of the CR-C2C protocol by presenting
three dictionary attacks.

First of all, we demonstrate the danger (it is a damage!) to chose generator
g in a subgroup of Z∗

p (Attack 1). Then we consider g to be a generator of
the whole group Z∗

p , and present other two attacks. Note that Attack 2 is also
effective to the case where g is a subgroup generator.

In Attack 2, a malicious key distribution center in one (say,Bob’s) realm
(KDCB) can extract the passwords of the users belong to another (Alice’s)
realm. Note that this attack can be looked as symmetric on the whole system’s
point of the view, that is to say, if it is Bob who requests the access to Alice’s ser-
vice, then Alice’s key distribution center (KDCA) can extract Bob’s password.
It is this attack that makes us to extend the concept of security against dictio-
nary attacks for password-authenticated key exchange protocols in cross-realm
settings. Obviously, the protocol above does not satisfy the Dictionary attack
resilience - DPA and Key-compromise impersonation - DPA requirements as
desired.

The last attack is somehow technical and self-symmetric (i.e, in the same
implementation, both Alice and Bob can reduce the passwords space of the
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opposing entity). Precisely, Alice can reduce Bob’s password space to half and
Bob can excludes Alice’s passwords too, both succeed with a probability higher
than 1−( 3

4 )t after implementing the CR-C2C protocol t times. This attack shows
that the C2C-PAKE protocols are insecure under the dictionary attacks.

4.1 Attack 1

Suppose an attacker eavesdrops the implementation of the protocol. He can
obtain the exchanged messages Epwa(gx), Epwa(gy), Epwb(gx

′
) and Epwb(gy

′
).

Then he can mount an off-line dictionary attack to recover pwa and pwb. We
only show the process of extracting password pwa as follows. It is the same for
password pwb.

1. Decrypts the Epwa(gx) using a candidate password pwa
′
:

g̃x = Dpwa′ (Epwa(gx)).
2. Raises g̃x to power q and checks whether 1 is obtained.
3. If 1 is obtained, excludes pwa

′
from Alice’s password space; Otherwise,

4. Chooses another password and repeats above steps until all the passwords
are checked.

If the correct password is not found, one should continue this excluding pro-
cess by decrypting ciphertext Epwa(gy) with another candidate password. Note
that a candidate password pwa

′
can not be excluded only if Dpwa′ (Epwa(gx))q =

1. We assume that the decryption results randomly in Z∗
p if the pwa

′
is incorrect.

Then it is obvious that the probability of Dpwa′ (Epwa(gx))q = 1 is q
p−1 . Conse-

quently, the valid passwords space of both Alice and Bob will be reduced by a
factor of up to ( q

p−1 )2, on average, through once eavesdropping of session exe-
cution. Over a number of sessions the space of valid passwords will be narrowed
down to a single password at a logarithm rate.

4.2 Attack 2

As noted above, upon the receipt of TicketB , KDCB can obtain gpwa·r as well
as gr by decrypting TicketB . It is easy to see that a password guessing attack
on pwa is available to KDCB . The start point of the attack is similar to the
first one, i.e. an attacker can get enough information to verify the correctness
of a guessed password. While there are still some difference: the first attack is
probabilistic and this attack is decisional. Since the equality gpwa

′ ·r = gpwa·r if
and only if pwa

′
= gpwa.

On the opposite, KDCA can disclose Bob’s correct password when Bob re-
quests the service from Alice. Therefore, using above CR-C2C protocol, all pass-
words of the users in one realm may be exposed to a malicious KDC in another
realm. This is very dangerous in practice, especially for example, between two
realms (corporations) which keeping cooperation as well as competition.

The reason why this attack succeeds is based on the constitution of kerberos
ticket TicketB , in which, both gpwa·r and gr are included simultaneously, and
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have nothing to do with the generator g, hence this attack is also effective when
g is chosen from the subgroup as in the original paper.

4.3 Attack 3

To reduce the space of Bob’s valid passwords, after receiving message (6), Alice
does the following:

1. Checks whether g is a quadratic residue modulo p, if yes, gives up, otherwise
goes on to next step.

2. Computes H4(gpwa·r) with her pwa and gr and decrypts gpwb·r·r′
as she does

in the protocol.
3. Checks whether gpwb·r·r′

is a quadratic residue modulo p. if not, she claims
that pwb is odd and stops. Otherwise, Otherwise,

4. Implements the protocol and repeats above steps again up to t times.
5. If in t times, gpwb·r·r′

is always quadratic residue modulo p, then she claim
pwb is even and stop.

Now we proceed to the correctness and success probability of this attack. We
assume both r and r

′
are uniformly chosen from Z∗

p .

• For the case pwb is actually an odd number:
Alice can correctly claim that pwb is odd once gpwb·r·r′

is a quadratic non-
residue modulo p, this happens if . Under the assumption that r and r

′
are

uniformly chosen, the probability that both r and r
′
are odd numbers should

be 1 − ( 3
4 )t, i.e, the probability of her success.

• For the case pwb is actually an even number:
Obviously, gpwb·r·r′

is always a quadratic residue modulo p in this case.
According to the attack, Alice firmly claims pwb even. This claim will be
incorrect only if pwb is odd as well as r · r

′
is even for all the t times. This

condition happens with probability (3
4 )t. So, the probability of her success

should be 1 − ( 3
4 )t.

On all accounts, by this attack, Alice correctly judges the parity of pwb with
probability 1 − ( 3

4 )t. Thus she can exclude half of the valid passwords of Bob
with the same probability by implementing the protocol t times.

To see how Bob can reduce Alice’s password space, one only need to
observe that Bob can obtain gpwa·r·r′

from message (5): ER′ (gpwa·r·r′ ⊕
gx

′
, ID(A), ID(B)) and that he knows R

′
, his session key shared with KDCB .

It is valuable to point out that this attack is invalid when g is a subgroup
generator, since a subgroup generator is always a quadratic residue modulo p.
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5 The Protocol in Single-Server Setting with Ticket
(ST-C2C)

5.1 The ST-C2C Protocol

In the original paper, the authors pointed out that the ST-C2C protocol can be
easily constructed by modifying the CR-C2C protocol in following way. That is
converting the shared key (K) between two Kerberos servers into a private key
(PK) of the single server KDC and identifying the rest part to those of CR-C2C
protocol.

We note that the ticket in the CR-C2C protocol should also be modified to
suit the settings of ST-C2C. In detail, the TicketB is encrypted by PK and may
not be necessarily includes gr, since gr is generated by the KDC himself, he can
just store it for later use. Hence Ticket

′
B = EPK(gpwa·r, ID(A), ID(B), L). As

for the other parameters such as R, R
′
, sk and cs are computed in the same way

as those in the CR-C2C protocol.
The ST-C2C protocol behaves as follows.

(1) Alice → KDC: ID(A), ID(B), Epwa(gx)
(2) KDC → Alice: ER(gx ⊕ gr, ID(A), ID(B)), Epwa(gy), T icket

′
B

(3) Alice → Bob: Ticket
′
B , ID(A), L

(4) Bob → KDC: Ticket
′
B , Epwb(gx

′
), ID(A), ID(B), L

(5) KDC → Bob: ER
′ (gpwa·r·r′

⊕ gx
′
, ID(A), ID(B)), E

pwb(gy
′
)

EH4(gpwa·r)(gpwb·r·r′ ·x)

(6) Bob → Alice: Ecs(ga), EH4(gpwa·r)(gpwb·r·r′
)

(7) Alice → Bob: Esk(ga), Ecs(gb)
(8) Bob → Alice: Esk(gb)

Fig. 2. The ST-C2C protocol (Single-server with Ticket).

5.2 Analysis of ST-C2C Protocol

It is obviously that above attacks to the CR-C2C protocol can be directly applied
to the ST-C2C protocol except for Attack 2, since we change the ticketB to
Ticket

′
B = EPK(gpwa·r, ID(A), ID(B), L). This is also because the clients Alice

and Bob are both in the same realm with the unique KDC. While for Attack
1 and 3, the former is due to an eavesdropper and the latter is carried by one
client to another. Therefore, they still effective.
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6 The Counter Measures

The counter measures to above attacks are very simple. For the subgroup gen-
erator attack (Attack 1), we can just select the generator g ∈ Z∗

p .
To resist against Attack 2, we try to unable KDCB to obtain gpwa·r and

gr simultaneously from the Kerberos ticket TicketB . Actually, we can set
TicketB = EK(gpwa·r, gxr, ID(A), ID(B), L) by involving Alice’s contribution x
as a mask of gr. And the followed communication messages should be changed in
an obvious way. For example, in step (5), KDCB will use H4(gpwa·r) to compute
and send EH4(gpwa·r)(gpwb·xr·r′

) instead of EH4(gpwa·r)(gpwb·r·r′
). After receiving

message (6) from Bob, Alice will decrypt gpwb·xr·r′
, and then compute cs as

H5(gpwa·pwb·r·r′
) = H5((gpwb·xr·r′

)
1
x ·pwa) using gpwb·xr·r′

, pwa and x.
In the last attack, the weakness which an attacker can make use of is when

g is a quadratic non-residue modulo p. Therefore, if we simply select g to be a
quadratic residue modulo p, Attack 2 would be invalid. In group Z∗

p , there may
exist many number of such generators.

The countermeasures for the ST-C2C protocol is the same, one can figure
them straightforward from that of CR-C2C protocol.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we show the insecurity of the C2C-PAKE protocols [7] in both
cross-realm setting and single-server setting with ticket, by presenting three ef-
fective dictionary attacks. In the original parameters environment, the proposed
protocols collapse under the subgroup generator attack. Even configured with
the powerful parameters, they are still susceptible to various dictionary attacks
in both SPA and DPA/CR-DPA senses. We also provide the corresponding coun-
termeasure against our attacks. At least one lesson can be taken from our attacks,
that PAKE protocols in a cross-realm setting are more vulnerable than classic
or three-party PAKE protocols because of their intrinsic relationship between
different realms. Therefore, more precautions should be taken to prevent various
attacks such as compromise of the symmetric key shared between two servers.
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